


The author has spent many a day investigating praxis and theoria within the
labyrinthine laboratories, the chambers of the fractal hyperspace of the NRPRI and
the enchanted realms of old forest in its surrounding mountains. The tessellations of
zones within our walls and spaces as a cultural bastion are like the armored patches of a
tortoise shell. Calling it like it is and making the most of it, let it rot like a saprotroph
and arise from the muck like the lotus...

STILL ON OUR FEET: here presented is our quaternary
memorandum; playing the first few notes of our song, we are still upon the dawn of
our work. For all we have learned, we have paddled but a few strokes into the sea of
knowing. And so the river flows on into it on the edge of our worlds upon worlds...

Fig 1. Behold a vast huckleberry habitat, incredible bounties of mountains



What we are DOING:
Wildcrafting, regenerative forest gardening, conducting research on topics relating to a human

cultural permanence regarding homesteadcraft in the northern rockies, consulting and designing

sites and strategies with those who would magnify the fertility of their world. We are creating

potent medicines out of what renewable elements the mountains give freely and abundantly, to

heal and renew the communities of life. We have been creating strongholds of biodiversity in a

landscape getting bulldozed, and have been creating art that reflects a collective unconscious

grasping towards this type of a life-affirming vision. We’ve been generating data, refining our

vision, documenting and preparing, teching into next levels of capability.

What we are CALLING INTO BEING:
Training other designers who can help sculpt the kind of landscapes we owe future generations

to begin now. Creating expansive self-supporting systems enabling a non-centralized multigen-

erational wealth. Manifesting higher ordered branches of embodied resolution of the positive

growth fractals. Facilitating the harvesting of resources in the places that would be completely

denuded and disrespected by our current crop of bought foresters. Unlocking pathways, creat-

ing bridges and doors to new forms of bioregional land stewardship for transport and industry.

Let us set sail on the wings of innovation...

The year in review...
Without doubt, our investment in the fungal craft of both lab and field mycology has dominated
our research efforts in 2021. If there was ever an epistimological basis upon which one could
stand, it would be the phenomenology involved in the whole process of mycology. To dive
deep into these concepts this year in our research - this is to be said with as maximum level
of confidence equal to the very existence of any kind of mushroom - this was no mistake, and
certainly not a waste of time or unworthy goal. Believe us when we say we can work with
mushrooms to do such a variety of events, it would shatter your mind whoever you are to
conceive of it all at once. Food, medicine, bioremediation, water purification, waste removal,
edge yields; you cannot question the mushrooms existence, for ultimately it’s cousin or other
will eat you when you are gone and devour your house one day. If only we could convey all of
what we’ve learned in a brief space such as this...

We’ve been looking into new land tenure situations and have sought them out across the

latitudes in some dramatic and powerful landscapes for where Spirit might summon us to

migration. Let us know if you suspect your land wants to aggrade into a syntropic agroforestry

situation.

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD...
...development has run rampant. Allies have reneged upon agreements, patches of land have



been shaped by force to fit a mold - unique spots and microsites have been built over with the

stamps of a catalogue. Our birds gaze upon a landscape ravaged with compacting disturbance

events. Our forests are raped, the author has woefully beheld drainage upon drainage devas-

tated by embarrassingly irresponsible state and government agencies. We aim to correct this,

and co create the biological structures that can carry our culture through catastrophe. Our

goal is the liberation of the spirit of human invention. We focus on the edges and margins of

society, carefully trying to implant deep orders of stability that would stave off a depressions,

civil wars, top down societal reformatting... We must take our drought mitigation measures

into our own hands, and manage our mountains in ways to amplify their resources rather than

treat them like a dying organism we need to extract the last of life out of. Even still, we have

much of what we need to restore our community and world.

A plethora of anthropostaple crops suffered due to growing conditions 2021. The right sites

and conditions seemed to produce incredible yields for some, but many of our wild biocultural

staples, such as the much celebrated huckleberry, were toasted, baked, and fried by our summer

heat-death wave. The amalgam of transnational frequency control grid, runwaway budgeted

military equipment put-putting in the atmopshere, and destabilized climate chaos, has created

hellstorms resulting in massive crop failures and further ecosystem collapse. Hundreds of thou-

sands of acres burned; stay tuned for the silver lining on that. August brought uncharacteristic

rain, a saving grace though odd. This kicked off one of 2021’s major agricultural boons, and the

theme of our development this year in Boundary Conditions; an incredible autumn mushroom

conditions.

Fig 2. A priceless treasure of mushroom producing landscape



... REGIONALLY
The 11th annual INPC was a success. We have broken deeper into grounds, and learned
much on how to do these primeval, necessary acts of creative expression. A PDC is be-
ing planned for late may in 2022 in Eastern Washington State. Opportunities abound
and many people continue to move to this bioregion.

GLOBALLY ...
High dimensional parasites feed off of the crippled lifeforce of many. Many groups

are doing good work, but nothing can stop whats coming. Yet tis a grim misfortune
to see so many erode in their values and ironically buy into the war machine in the
double-spoken name of untruths and displaced rituals. We can only seek to play our
part and be a node of myriad regeneration, to renew and revitalize any inhabitants of
our earthbound space.

Oh, that living worldsoul that has been under attack Collective consciousness is bar-
tering its future for its comfort. Trapped in internal narcotic fantasies, masses of people
choose to put their heads down than look up in any direction and command courage
to see the looming, profound evil that actively terrorizes and tortures humanity. Stag-
gering and sweltering is the monstrosity being erected upon the face of our civilization,
the war has penetrated into our homes. Do even the designers see the subtle shifts,
refractions of continental shifts in our magentosphere? Meanwhile the sublimity of the
cosmos continueth to flicker on.

Veritably so, indeed, we are strengthened in spiritual courage and resolve to see
many people stepping into their power. Resting in the deepest of knowings, tis never
too late for a soul to convert its heart unto the blessed foundation of a real, living truth.
We seek to manifest only the highest of vibrational modes. These are the acoustics we
wish to reverberate in our sacred landscapes. Flourishing, abundance, mind still comes
to know itself. A divergent multitude of possibilities for the lot of all, where the children
of the earth command the freedom to choose what future to engineer for themselves,
and the manifold trophic strata of biotic communities capable of existence on this fine
land reverberate in resounding harmonics.

and thus time continues to advance...

SMITHWERKS CREATIVE STUDIOS MEDIA

We have released several new films, and are working on more. What a delight
it has been, what a wonder indeed. Some of them are accessible over the webpages
under education headings, feel free to learn from them. The botanical twists have
been a fruitful change in direction. We continue to document and generate content
spanning a wide range of scopes, excited to develop ways of disseminating it further.



Fig. 3 The author at the institute mycology lab w/ grainspawn, petri, LC

... ALL THE WAY

We believe that our lives are not jokes. The mantle of responsibility has been custom upon
the living generations, who will shoulder it, and carry the torch forward? People recognize that
reality has become very strange, yet are reticent, if not outright scared, to admit just how.
Many people have such polluted brain chemistry that they can’t even see it. Yet there is a
knowing among the self initiated that the humane genome will live on.

Men, women, children and beasts lie wide awake sleeping with thick veils pulled thick over
their eyes. Some will choose the virtual reality, many will beg for the promises of the new age.
Hallucinating on delusion, they dance with a cult of deat. Forsooth, that we must work at
every second to prevent further genocide, and to enforce ourselves for difficult times to come.
Yet trees still grow in the forest, even as their ranges are completely shocked by cataclysm.
We seek to be the mycelium they use to communicate. We seek to create the fruiting bodies
that firmly but gently establish the reality of transcendental reality of Love, even in an age of
annihilation.

Graphene oxides, parasite hydras, nano tech, international militarized propoganda. Sophis-
ticated and brilliant measures, hundreds of years of planning as demonic forces assert their
authority in these lower realms. Know thy enemy and purfiy thy mind. Ground your smart
meter, hardwire your internet, keep your phones in faraday spaces to intercept their harmful
influence. We still have ways of removing the enemies weapons from inside of us. Detoxify
your insides with zeolites, fulvic acids, silica. Get those heavy metals and nano-tech out of your



body. Parasite cleanse. Create Faraday spaces to occupy when stationary. Electrically ground
your skin and spiritually ground your resolve. Build healthy soil, get your hands in it and grow
forest gardens. Stash as much food as you can legitimately deal with. Create water harvesting
earthworks, implement off grid life support systems, trade with producers and render thyself
ungovernable.

Unfortunately we may still be near the beginning of these trials, hardly in the rolling
foothills. As for us in what we are doing over here at the institute, we will pierce through
illusions, no spell shall bind our vision. We look forward to rebuilding a better civilization than
we’ve known in recent times, reclaiming a lost heritage. We do not hesitate to venture forth
unto the unknown; on our feet shall we face the leviathan. Get in touch should you wish to
work together in collective efforts to survive whats coming. Underestimate not thy opponent;
but even more gravely, miscalculate not thyself nor thine own potentials. What are the stories
you will tell to those who will inherit the earth? Will you be apart of it? We affirm absolute
commitment to Good and the Truth of our high dimensional realities.

— J Smith, author

Quite.


